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Quantum coherence allows for reduced-memory simulators of classical processes. Using recent
results in single-shot quantum thermodynamics, we derive a minimal work cost rate for quantum
simulators that is quasistatically attainable in the limit of asymptotically-infinite parallel simulation.
Comparing this cost with the classical regime reveals that quantizing classical simulators not only
results in memory compression but also in reduced dissipation. We explore this advantage across a
suite of representative examples.
PACS numbers: 05.45.-a 89.75.Kd 89.70.+c 05.45.Tp
LIST OF CORRECTIONS
This Letter demonstrates the potential for a quantum
machine to perform a particular task—namely, simulat-
ing hidden Markov models—using not only less mem-
ory storage, but also reduced thermodynamic dissipation.
To do so it synthesizes recent developments in quantum
memory compression [1–10] and quantum thermodynam-
ics [11–22] into a fruitful new crossover framework for
studying the thermodynamics of quantum simulators for
stochastic processes.
We begin by reviewing computational mechanics, which
seeks to analyze how natural systems manipulate infor-
mation to produce and transform stochastic processes
[23–27]. More recently, computational mechanics ex-
amined the thermodynamics of computation, generaliz-
ing Landauer’s principle for memory erasure [28] to de-
rive the information processing Second Law [29], which
gives the minimal cost of transforming one stochastic pro-
cess in to another, and the thermodynamics of modular-
ity [30], which determines the implementation costs for
transformations. An important result in this classical
regime is that the Shannon-entropy Landauer bound on
average work cost for a computation can be achieved for
a single implementation of that computation [30]. That
is, the (quasistatic) single-shot cost of a computation is
the same as the cost for asymptotically-infinite parallel
implementations.
We next consider the relationship between memory and
thermodynamics in the quantum regime. Quantum com-
putational mechanics recently explored how to simulate
and transform classical stochastic processes using quan-
tum systems [1, 2, 5, 6], even constructing experimental
implementations [3, 4]. Generally, quantum simulators
of complex processes require less memory (measured by
the quantum-state von Neumann entropy) than classical
(measured by the statistical complexity—classical-state
Shannon entropy) [7, 8].
Quantum thermodynamics [12], though recently advanc-
ing via thermal resource theories [11, 13–15, 17] and
single-shot thermodynamics [16, 19–21], has not yet been
applied to examine quantum simulators. However, it is
known that Landauer’s lower bound, as given in the form
of Shannon and von Neumann entropies, is not generally
attainable. A more nuanced view is necessary [16, 19].
Due to this, single-shot and asymptotic analyses must be
performed separately when transitioning from classical
to quantum regimes.
Using these recent results in quantum thermodynamics,
we calculate achievable and lower bounds on the work
cost rate for the quasistatic implementation of quan-
tum simulators, in both the single-shot and asymptotic
regimes. These bounds reveal a direct relationship be-
tween memory compression achieved by a quantum im-
plementation and the increase in extractable work via
the same. We then elucidate the nature of this trade-off
across a suite of examples.
Ratchets, generators, and processes. By com-
putation we mean transducing an input sequence
. . . x0x1x2 . . . into a new output sequence . . . y0y1y2 . . . .
When a computation is done online the implementation
acts on a single input symbol at a time and immediately
determines the output symbol based on stored memory
of the past inputs and outputs. The graphical represen-
tation of such a transducer, see Fig. 1, suggests calling
them ratchets, as done previously [29].
The following restricts itself to finite generators that
take only a trivial (constant) input, produce as output
a stochastic process taking values in a finite alphabet
X , and employ a finite set S of memory states. This
is sufficient to explore the central relationships between
memory and thermodynamics.
A finite generator’s operation is described by the proba-
bilities Pr (s′, x|s) of emitting symbol x and ending in a
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FIG. 1. Information ratchet sequentially generates a sym-
bol string on an empty tape: At time step t, St is the ran-
dom variable for the ratchet state. The generated symbols in
the output process are denoted by Xt−1, Xt−2, Xt−3, . . .. The
most recently generated symbol Xt (green) is determined by
the internal dynamics of the ratchet’s memory, using heat
Q from the thermal reservoir as well as work W from the
work reservoir. (Ratchet interior.) The memory dynamics
and symbol production are governed by the conditional prob-
abilities Pr(st+1, xt|st), where st is the current state at time
t, xt is the generated symbol and st+1 is the new state. Di-
agrammatically, this is a hidden Markov model—a labeled,
directed graph in which nodes are states s and edges repre-
sent transitions s → s′ labeled by the emitted symbol and
associated probability x : Pr(s′, x|s).
final memory state s′, if starting in memory state s. This
is depicted as the hidden Markov model (HMM) [31] in
the ratchet interior (Fig. 1).
An HMM is irreducible if the matrix Pr (s′|s) :=∑
x Pr (s′, x|s) is irreducible. Functionally, this means
that every state s′ can be reached from any other state
s in the state transition diagram.
An irreducible HMM has a unique stationary dis-
tribution Pr0(s) over its memory states such that∑
s Pr (s′|s) Pr0(s) = Pr0(s′). We let S′XS ∼
Pr (s′, x|s) Pr0(s) represent the joint random variable
of the generated symbol and the memory state before
and after generation. Over many time steps, we ac-
crue the joint random variable St+1Xt . . . S2X1S1 ∼
Pr(st+1, xt|st) . . .Pr(s2, x1|s1) Pr0(s1). The sequence of
random variables Xt . . . X1, typically not independent of
each other, describes t samples of the stochastic process
simulated by the generator.
Most results on generators and their quantum counter-
parts encompass those with at least the two following
properties:
1. Predictivity: s′ = f(x, s). The next state is always
determined by the previous state and the generated
symbol: Pr(s′, x|s) ∝ δs′,f(x,s) for some f . (Else-
where known as unifilarity [32].)
2. Minimality: For any two states s and s′, if
Pr (xt . . . x1|s) = Pr (xt . . . x1|s′) for all t, then
s = s′. This ensures that no two states pre-
dict the same future distributions. A nonminimal
HMM is minimized by merging predictively equiv-
alent states.
For any process, there is a unique generator satisfying
these two properties, called the -machine [26, 27].
Given an -machine, from its stationary distribution we
can calculate its statistical complexity (i.e., memory)
Cµ := H [S] [23] and non-Markovity Nµ := H [S′|X],
using the Shannon entropy and conditional entropy, re-
spectively [33].
Physical implementations. We define a generator’s
implementation as the sextuplet (HS ,HX ,HA,HB , U, E)
consisting of four Hilbert spaces (memory, output, aux-
iliary, bath systems); a unitary U on all four; and an
ensemble {|ψs〉 : s ∈ S} embedding the classical memory
states into the memory system HS , respectively. The
auxiliary system starts in a given pure state |0〉A, while
the bath is taken to start in a thermal state. Follow-
ing convention for information reservoirs, we consider
the memory, output, and auxiliary systems to be ener-
gyless, though the bath system may have some nontriv-
ial Hamiltonian HB . Under these conditions, we require
[U,HB ] = 0, following the rules for microscopic energy
conservation [11]. Furthermore, as long as we begin and
end in an information reservoir, we may assume our oper-
ations are performed via Hamiltonian control, with min-
imal work costs defined by the state-averaged changes
in energy level over a quasistatic erasure of system A
[12, 18, 20].
When the auxiliary and the bath are traced out, the im-
plementation must take the form of the positive map:
T (|ψs〉 〈ψs| ⊗ |0〉 〈0|)=
∑
x,s′
Pr (s′, x|s) |ψs′〉 〈ψs′ | ⊗ |x〉 〈x| .
Resetting the thermal bath has no associated cost—it
may simply be brought into contact with a larger bath.
However, if an auxiliary system is used, its reset (erasure)
cost must be taken into account.
Classical implementation. Two concrete types of im-
plementation have been considered previously. The first
addresses efficiently implementing the generator via clas-
sical thermodynamics. Using Hamiltonian control, Ref.
[30] showed that any stochastic channel can be imple-
mented in a way that achieves the Landauer bound.
In particular, applying a channel Pr(y|x) to a random
variable X, resulting in Y , can be performed with the
3work cost W = kBT (H [X]−H [Y ]). For generators this
means we can achieve the work cost per time step of:
Wµ = kBT ln 2 (H [S]−H [S′X]) . (1)
Written differently:
Wµ = kBT ln 2 (Cµ −Nµ −H [X]) . (2)
This is, in a sense, maximally efficient: The work can
never be made lower than Landauer’s bound, so this
is the best we can possibly do over all classical im-
plementations. Noting that H [S′] = H [S], we find
Wµ = −kBT ln 2 H [X|S′] ≤ 0, so predictive generators
may extract positive work.
Much of the costWµ is due to the local nature of the gen-
erator: it does not have access to previously generated
symbols to choose its operations. The information pro-
cessing Second Law (IPSL) [29], when applied to genera-
tors, states that the work cost per symbol for generating
a process with access to the previous symbols is bounded
by:
W ≥ −kBT ln 2 hµ ,
where hµ = limt→∞ 1t H [X1 . . . Xt] is the entropy rate
of the process being generated. Generally, Wµ ≥
−kBT ln 2 hµ [30].
Classical generators require memory, quantified in the
case of the -machine by the statistical complexity Cµ.
Memory cost can be reduced by embedding the mem-
ory states into a nonorthogonal quantum ensemble. This
motivates the use of quantum implementations of gener-
ators.
Quantum implementations. In a quantum imple-
mentation, we apply a unitary operator to SXA alone.
This unitary is divided into two parts: USXA =
(1S ⊗ UXA) (USX ⊗ 1A). The first operation USX
evolves the memory system and the output system to
achieve the necessary correlation. While the second UXA
entangles the output and the auxiliary to represent the
effect of a measurement device. The first takes the form:
USX |ψs〉 |0〉 =
∑
x,s′
eiφxs
√
Pr(x|s) |ψf(s,x)〉 |x〉 ,
where |x〉 form an orthogonal computational basis rep-
resenting the generated symbols. When the generator
is predictive, a unitary performing this transformation
exists for any choice of the arbitrary phases φxs [10].
For a quantum implementation of an -machine, we can
measure its memory cost by the quantum complexity
Cq := Hq [S] and its quantum non-Markovity as Nq :=
Hq [S′|X], where Hq(S) is the von Neumann entropy of
the stationary state ρS on system S and Hq [S′|X] is the
conditional entropy of the state ρ′SX after implementing
USX . These states have the form:
ρS =
∑
s
Pr 0(s) |ψs〉 〈ψs| and
ρ′SX =
∑
s′,x,s
Pr(s′, x|s) Pr 0(s) |ψs〉 〈ψs| ⊗ |x〉 〈x| .
For any -machine quantum implementation, we have
Cq ≤ Cµ, with strict equality only when the -machine is
retrodictive [2, 9].
In general, the single-shot case—that implements a single
copy of a generator—cannot achieve Landauer’s bound.
Synthesizing several results in quantum erasure and in-
formation processing [19–21], the Supplementary Mate-
rial [34] (SM) derives our first main result: a single gen-
erator can be implemented with a work cost of no more
than:
W q
kBT ln 2
≤ H2/4max [S]−H
2/64
min [S′|X]
−H2/64min [X] +O
(
log 1

) , (3)
with a probability of failure less than . Rather than
use the Shannon entropies of the classical work, this is
expressed in the smooth conditional entropies of quantum
information theory [35–39] as applied to the states ρS ,
ρ′SX , and ρ′X = TrS (ρ′SX).
Suppose, instead of implementing a single copy of a gen-
erator, we implement N generators in parallel, each pro-
ducing an independent realization of the desired pro-
cess. The asymptotic equipartition property of smooth
entropies [37] then shows that the work rate Wq :=
lim→0 limN→∞W q /N is given by:
Wq
kBT ln 2
= Hq [S]−Hq [S′|X]−H [X]
= Cq −Nq −H [X]
. (4)
where Hq [·] is the von Neumann entropy [40]. Cq, Nq,
and Wq are functions of the quantum implementation
chosen; in particular, Wq = Wq(φxs) is a function of the
phases. The SM shows that this is always at least as
small as the classical cost: Wq(φxs) ≤ Wµ. Combining
this with the IPSL and Wµ’s negativity gives:
−kBT ln 2 hµ ≤Wq(φxs) ≤Wµ ≤ 0 , (5)
for all {φxs}. Thus, the quantum implementation of a
4predictive generator offers improvement over the classical
implementation in the work that can be thermodynami-
cally extracted.
Equations (3) to (5) are our three primary results. In
the remainder, we explore in a suite of example gener-
ators the relationship between the memory compression
∆qC := Cµ−Cq and the work advantage ∆qW := Wµ−
Wq. (The suite covers the qualitatively distinct behaviors
observed in our numerical exploration.) We find that the
efficiency of compression eq = ∆qW/ (kBT∆qC ln 2)—
the improvement in work cost for each bit of compression
achieved—is a key quantity for monitoring the behavior
of quantum implementations.
Markov Generators. A Markov chain X1 . . . Xt is a
chain of random variables Xt, where each variable is
conditionally independent of the past given its prede-
cessor: Pr(xt|xt−1 . . . x0) = Pr(xt|xt−1) for all t. In a
sense, a Markov chain is its own generator—one in which
memory states are also the produced symbols: S = X .
For Markov generators, which type has historically dom-
inated physical modeling, knowing the produced symbol
Xt automatically determines the next state St+1, as they
are identical. Their non-Markovity Nµ = 0 (hence the
name of that quantity) and Cµ = H [X].
As a consequence, the relationship between memory com-
pression and work advantage is particularly direct. Clas-
sical work extraction is simply Wµ = Cµ−H [X] = 0, in-
dicating that Markov chain generation is thermodynam-
ically neutral at best. However, Wq = Cq − H [X] ≤ 0,
such that quantally compressed Markov chain genera-
tors are indeed capable of work extraction. The memory
and work advantages also take on a simple relationship:
∆qW = kBT∆qC and so they are maximally efficient:
eq = 1.
R, k-Golden Mean Hidden Generators. However,
measurements are typically not a process’ internal state;
thus, we must address hidden Markov generators. In ad-
dition to non-Markovity N , another means of quantifying
how distant a process’ generator is from being Markov
is the Markov order : the smallest integer R such that
H [SR|XR−1 . . . X1] = 0. In other words, R is the largest
number of symbols we must see before the generator’s
state is known. It is infinite for most processes [25]; for
Markov-generated processes R = 1.
A dual notion to the Markov order is the cryp-
tic order. This is the smallest integer k such that
limt→∞H [Sk|X1 . . . Xt] = 0. This is a more general con-
dition than that for Markov order: consequently, k ≤ R
for all processes.
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FIG. 2. R, k-Golden Mean Generator thermal efficiency: In-
verse compression efficiency e−1q depends only on the cryptic-
ity k and transition parameter p. Black lines added at integer
k for comparison.
There is a family of generators—R, k-Golden Mean Gen-
erators—that for each integer pair, R and k, contains a
family that generates processes with Markov order R and
cryptic order k, parametrized by a transition probability
p. (This family is defined in the SM.) Additionally, for
each R, k-Golden Mean Generator the SM shows that (i)
the quantum generators are degenerate and each {φx,k}
gives the same quantum generator and (ii) the compres-
sion efficiency eq(R, k) of the quantum generator depends
only on the cryptic order k. Numerical calculations for
k = 1, 2, 3 are shown in Fig. 2. Note, there, the apparent
crypticity bound:
eq(k) ≤ 1
k
. (6)
Nemo Generator. Most processes have infinite cryptic
and Markov orders [24]: R =∞ and k =∞. We explored
an example of this, the Nemo generator, whose state-
transition diagram is displayed in the SM. Its behavior
differs from R, k-Golden Mean Generators in two key re-
spects. First, whereas each R, k-Golden Mean Generator
has only one geometrically distinct quantum implemen-
tation, the Nemo generator’s space of work and quantum
compression trade-offs is one-dimensional, parametrized
by the phase Φ = 2φ0A + 2φ0C + φ1C − φ1A − φ1B . Sec-
ond, the efficiency bound Eq. (6) clearly does not hold.
(See Fig. S1(e).) If it did, then eq = 0. Instead, numeri-
cal exploration shows eq is bounded away from zero and,
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FIG. 3. Two-Step-Erase Generator: A complex relationship
between ∆qW and ∆qC appears that is not captured by a
single efficiency q. The density in the plot assumes uniform
distribution over phases {φxs}, with blue indicating low den-
sity and yellow indicating high density.
incidentally, only varies within a small range, such that
eq ≈ 0.3885± 0.025.
Two-Step Erase Generator. The previous two gen-
erators had relatively simple quantum implementations
with either complete degeneracy or only filling out a
one-dimensional curve in their work-compression (W/C)
charts. This is not the generic behavior of quantum gen-
erators. To illustrate this, we now also examine a gener-
ator, termed the Two-Step Erase Generator, whose com-
pression thermodynamics is more qualitatively typical of
the generators we explored. Its state-transition diagram
is also given in the SM.
Figure 3 presents a W/C-chart that plots out every
achievable (∆qC,∆qW/kBT ) pair over the range of pos-
sible phases {φxs} that determine the quantum imple-
mentation, colored by density. Density is determined by
assuming uniform distribution over the phases {φxs}. We
note that the “high-advantage” regions, where both ∆qC
and ∆qW are large, are actually spanned by only a small
volume of generators, while regions with lower advan-
tages are spanned by a large volume, indicating that high
advantage may not be robust.
Closing Remarks. We derived single-shot and asymp-
totic work costs for quantum generator implementations
that are quasistatically attainable. The first of these re-
sults opens the pathway for single-shot comparisons be-
tween classical and quantum resources in process genera-
tion, while the second allows direct comparison in terms
of asymptotic quantities. We demonstrated that, when
it comes to quantizing predictive generators, one can
“have their cake and eat it too” with regards to thermo-
dynamics and memory compression: advantage in both
(∆qC ≥ 0 and ∆qW ≥ 0) can be simultaneously at-
tained.
We analyzed asymptotic thermal efficiencies in four gen-
erator classes, demonstrating a diversity of trade-offs be-
tween work and memory advantages. For every predic-
tive generator of a process, there is a well-defined fam-
ily of quantum implementations. However, the scope of
their variety ranges from simple (R, k-Golden Mean) to
highly complex (Two-Step Erase) generators. Even when
the family of generators is simple, there exist fascinating
and complex relationships between the work advantage,
memory advantage, and the generator’s computational
properties.
Forthcoming work employs the work bounds here to com-
pare quantum -machines to classical and quantum non-
predictive generators, seeking the conditions for optimal
work cost over all generators of a given stochastic process
[41]. It also remains to relax certain assumptions under-
lying our work, such as the free availability of empty
tapes (which must be prepared), and the quasistatic as-
sumption which requires infinite time. We believe that
the work completed here provides a foundation for these
and other further extensions.
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1Supplementary Materials
Thermal Efficiency of Quantum Memory Compression
Samuel P. Loomis and James P. Crutchfield
The Supplementary Materials calls out energy flow directionality, reviews quantum implementations of classical gen-
erators and the thermodynamic cost of these implementations, and provides details on the example calculations.
ENERGY FLOW CONVENTION
The main text appeals to a particular direction of energy flow. This is particularly at issue in applying the information
processing Second Law (IPSL) from Ref. [29]. There, the IPSL is stated in the form:
W ≤ kBT (h′µ − hµ) ,
where the former entropy rate is that of the output tape and the latter, that of the input tape. In short, this is in
the case in which the “work done” W is interpreted as the “work the ratchet does on a work reservoir”—the work
extracted.
Here, work is defined as the “work done on the tape, taken from the work reservoir”, so is opposite in sign. Then one
has:
W ≥ kBT (hµ − h′µ) .
And so, the rules of energy flow are consistent, appearing here just with opposite direction. With simulators, as here,
hµ = 0 and therefore work is extractable while generating a process.
QUANTUM IMPLEMENTATIONS OF CLASSICAL GENERATORS
We define a classical generator as a triplet (S,X ,{T(x) : x ∈ X}) where T (x)s′s = Pr(s′, x|s). S is the finite set of memory
states, X is the finite alphabet of produced symbols, and Pr(s′, x|s) determines the transition-and-production dynamic
of the generator.
To analyze the thermodynamics of physical implementations of generators, we must establish rules that circumscribe
what we consider physically allowed and the correspondence to thermodynamic quantities such as work and heat.
Here, we consider the resource theory of thermal operations [14, 15]. Generally, on a quantum system S we allow
operations of the form:
E (ρS) := TrB
(
UρS ⊗ e
−βHB
ZB
U†
)
, (S1)
where S and B are auxiliary systems with Hamiltonians HS and HB , B a thermal bath, and U acts on the joint
Hilbert space of HS and HB . The unitary operator U satisfies the rule of microscopic energy conservation, where we
constrain [U,HS +HB ] = 0.
Recall from the main body that an implementation (HS ,HX ,HA,HB , U, E) of a generator involves the memory space
HS , symbol space HX , auxiliary space HA, and bath space HB ; the ensemble E = {|ψs〉 : s ∈ S}; and a unitary acting
on HS ⊗HX ⊗HA ⊗HB , such that the channel:
TSX (ρSX) := TrAB
(
UρSX ⊗ |0〉 〈0|A ⊗ ρBU†
)
2satisfies:
TSX (|ψs〉 〈ψs|S ⊗ |0〉 〈0|X) =
∑
s′,x
Pr (s′, x|s) |ψs′〉 〈ψs′ | ⊗ |x〉 〈x|X . (S2)
Suppose that there are Hamiltonians HS , HX , HA, and HB for each system such that ρsys = Z−1sys exp (−βHsys) is the
Gibbs distribution of its Hamiltonian. Then the resource theory of thermal operations requires [U,HS +HX +HA +
HB ] = 0 [11].
In quantum mechanics, the rule of microscopic energy conservation [U,HS + HX + HA + HB ] = 0 brings coherence
with respect to the Hamiltonian into play as a resource [13, 17]. The type of systems we consider here are what are
often, in the literature of information engines, called information reservoirs: systems whose Hamiltonian is trivially
degenerate, so that energetics does not play a direct role in their dynamics. On such systems, tracking coherence is
no longer at issue, as all operators commute with a degenerate Hamiltonian.
In this case, we can restrict ourselves to Hamiltonian control protocols for the erasure of the auxiliary system, as in
[20], where the Hamiltonian is degenerate at the beginning and end of the procedure, and stays in one basis during
the procedure. In this case the work cost is computed by adding changes in the energy levels, weighted by the relative
probabilities of being in those levels [12].
Among quantum implementations, the only form that has been studied for generators is the unitary implementation,
which itself is only valid for predictive generators [5, 10]. In this implementation, the bath system B is not used and
the unitary operator is split into two steps, U = U2U1, where U1 = USX ⊗ 1A and U2 = 1S ⊗ UXA.
In the first step, the evolution step, we act only on the memory and the output SX with the unitary USX defined by
the action:
USX |ψs〉 |0〉 =
∑
x
eiφxs
√
Pr(x|s) |ψf(x,s)〉 |x〉 . (S3)
The unitarity evolution of USX in fact defines the overlap matrix Ωrs := 〈ψr|ψs〉 via the recursive formula [10]:
Ωrs =
∑
x
√
Pr(x|r) Pr(x|s)ei(φxs−φxr)Ωf(r,s)f(x,s) . (S4)
For any choice of phases, an overlap matrix Ωrs and unitary USX exist.
In the second step—the measurement step—the symbol is observed, sending the pure state USX |ψs〉 〈ψs|⊗ |0〉 〈0|U†SX
to the mixed state in Eq. (S2). This is done by coupling the system X to the auxiliary system A and applying a
unitary so that:
UXA |x〉X |0〉A ∝ |x〉X |x〉A .
When the auxiliary is discarded (or, more realistically, reset) we are left with the state on SX, as desired.
The perfect preparation, or reset, of the auxiliary in state |0〉A cannot be performed with finite resources [22]. In the
following section we consider the work costs achievable in the single-shot setting where a probability of failure  is
allowed for the reset step. The underlying protocol is quasistatic (see Ref. [20]), requiring infinite time to complete.
Here, we focus on fundamental work limits in the single-shot and asymptotically parallel regimes, but not in the finite
time regime, which is an important direction of future extension.
INFORMATION-THEORETIC DEFINITIONS
This section employs the Shannon [33], von Neumann [40], and smooth conditional entropies [35, 36]. The Shannon
entropy for a random variable X ∼ Pr(x) and von Neumann entropy for a system A (no relation to the auxiliary A
3in the previous section) with density matrix ρA are, respectively:
H [X] ≡ −
∑
x
Pr(x) log2 Pr(x) and
Hq [S] ≡ −Tr (ρS log2 ρS) .
For bipartite variables XY and bipartite quantum systems AB, these quantities beget the conditional entropies and
mutual informations:
H [X|Y ] ≡ H [XY ]−H [Y ] ,
Hq [A|B] ≡ Hq [AB]−Hq [B] ,
I[X : Y ] ≡ H [X] + H [Y ]−H [XY ] , and
Iq[A : B] ≡ Hq [A] + Hq [B]−Hq [AB] .
For two systems A and B with joint state ρAB , the min- and max-entropies are given by [35–37, 39]:
Hmin [A|B]ρ ≡ minσB sup{λ : ρAB ≤ 2
−λ1A ⊗ σB} and
Hmax [A|B]ρ ≡ maxσB 2 log2 F (ρAB , 1A ⊗ σB) ,
where F (ρ, σ) = Tr
(√√
ρσ
√
ρ
)
is the fidelity. The smooth conditional entropies are optimizations of these quantities
over all ρ˜AB within the -ball B(ρAB); that is, all states such that
√
1− F (ρ˜AB , ρAB) < :
Hmin [A|B] ≡ max
ρ˜AB
Hmin [A|B]ρ˜ and
Hmax [A|B] ≡ min
ρ˜AB
Hmax [A|B]ρ˜ .
When B is uncorrelated with A, ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB , the resulting quantities are independent of B and so we have
the marginal smooth entropies Hmax [A] and Hmin [A]. We will utilize a result on smooth conditional entropies that
generalizes the chain rule on von Neumann entropy [38]. We state two somewhat streamlined versions of the theorem
here. For any δ > 0 and systems AB:1
Hδmax [B|A] ≤ H4δmax [AB]−Hδmin [A] +O
(
log 1
δ
)
and (S5)
Hδmin [B|A] ≤ H4δmin [AB]−Hδmin [A] +O
(
log 1
δ
)
(S6)
GENERATOR IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
We import the following result from Ref. [20]: Given a system S correlated with an auxiliary A, and any  > 0, there
is a procedure for erasing A while preserving S, with probability of failure , that has a work cost of no more than:2
W
kBT ln 2
≤ H2/16max [A|S] +O
(
log 1

)
. (S7)
The smooth conditional entropy also provides a lower bound on the attainable work cost3 [21]: W/kBT ln 2 ≥
H
√
2
max [A|S]. While this bound is finite in the limit  → 0, the upper bound Eq. (S7) diverges and so does not
1 Comparing our statements with Ref. [38], note that ignore the third system C and swap A and B. Rather than use the four parameters
, ′, ′′, and f , we use the single parameter δ such that  = 4δ, ′ = ′′ = δ, and f = O
(
log 1
δ
)
. Then Eq. (S5) and Eq. (S6) correspond
to the sixth and first equations on page 2 of Ref. [38].
2 Again, comparing with Ref. [20], our Eq. (S7) is drawn from Thm. 1. System S from Ref. [20] is system A here, system O from Ref.
[20] is system S here, and δ from Ref. [20] is  here. In Ref. [20], take  = δ2/13 and ∆ = 2 log (1/) = 2 log 13 + 4 log (1/δ). The term
2 log 13 is irrelevant in the δ → 0 limit so we include it in the big-O term.
3 In this case, comparing to Ref. [21], note that their system E is our system A, their system X′ is our system S, and finally we have
directly replaced ¯ with
√
2.
4guarantee any particular attainable work cost. Additionally, it must be noted that the protocol used by Ref. [20] is
quasistatic, requiring infinite time to complete. This is consistent with previous results on, say, the unattainability of
perfect measurements with finite resources [22].
We can use Eq. (S7) to prove a generalization of the detailed Landauer cost—that is, to show the conditions under
which Landauer’s bound is quasistatically attainable. Suppose we have a quantum channel E we wish to implement
and we do so on a system S with mixed state ρS . The target state is ρ′S = E (ρS). We perform the map in the
following way. Using the Stinespring dilation of E , we couple S to an auxiliary system A in state |0〉 〈0|A and perform
a unitary operation on both systems:
ρ′SA = USAρS ⊗ |0〉 〈0|A U†SA ,
such that E (ρS) = TrA (ρ′SA). At the end of the procedure we must erase A. This can be done with cost Eq. (S7).
This form of the cost for implementing a channel is given in Ref. [21], where an argument similar to the following
was used to derive Landauer’s lower bound in the macroscopic limit. Here, we apply the same logic to show that
Landauer’s bound is also attainable in the macroscopic (simulating an infinite number of parallel channels) limit.
Applying Eq. (S5) to Eq. (S7), we have:
W
kBT ln 2
≤ H2/4max [S′A′]−H
2/16
min [S′] +O
(
log 1

)
.
However, H
2/4
max [S′A′] = H
2/4
max [S] by unitary equivalence, so we have the erasure cost:
W
kBT ln 2
≤ H2/4max [S]−H
2/16
min [S′] +O
(
log 1

)
. (S8)
Since we can perform the initial unitary with no work, this is the only work cost involved in implementing the channel.
To summarize: The channel E can be performed on the system S with a work cost not exceeding Eq. (S8).
Now, suppose we choose instead to implement parallel generation of our process. That is, we have N independent
systems on which we want to implement N independent copies of the channel E with probability of error less than
 > 0. Naturally, the work cost becomes:
W
kBT ln 2
≤ H2/4max
[
S⊗N
]−H2/16min [S′⊗N ]+O(log 1
)
.
Significantly, the error term does not depend on N . When we further account for the Asymptotic Equipartition
Theorem of smooth conditional entropies, we have the remarkable result for the work rate:
W
NkBT ln 2
≤ H [S]−H [S′] +O
(√
1
N
log 1

)
. (S9)
With Landauer’s bound sandwiching the work from below, we find a tight result on the achievable work cost. By
scaling error with N , for instance  ∼ 2−
√
N , Landauer’s bound can, in the limit N → ∞, be achieved for quantum
channels. In the single-shot regime, the bound of Eq. (S8) gives us a somewhat less certain range of achievability.
This can be applied directly to the implementation of generators discussed in the previous section. In the single-shot
setting, we have:
W
kBT ln 2
≤ H2/4max [S]−H
2/16
min [S′X] +O
(
log 1

)
.
Applying Eq. (S6) this becomes:
W
kBT ln 2
≤ H2/4max [S]−H
2/64
min [S′|X]−H
2/64
min [X] +O
(
log 1

)
. (S10)
5Finally, consider the asymptotic limit of N parallel generators producing N independent copies of a stochastic process.
The Asymptotic Equipartition Theorem again gives the result:
Wq
kBT ln 2
≤ Hq [S]−Hq [S′|X]−H [X] +O
(√
1
N
log 1

)
. (S11)
Our last result is the inequality Eq. (5). We note that:
Wq = Hq [S]−Hq [S′|X]−H [X]
= Hq [S′]−Hq [S′|X]−H [X]
= Iq [S′ : X]−H [X] .
The same form can be given for Wµ in terms of the Shannon entropies:
Wµ = H [S]−H [S′|X]−H [X]
= I [S′ : X]−H [X] .
Now, in the quantum model Iq (S′ : X) is the mutual information of the state:
ρ′SX =
∑
x,s,s′
Pr 0(s) Pr(s′, x|s) |ψs′〉 〈ψs′ | ⊗ |x〉 〈x| ,
which can be derived from the classical variables S′X by the local mappings s′ 7→ |ψs′〉 and x 7→ |x〉. Then by the
data processing inequality: Iq (S′ : X) ≤ I (S′ : X). This proves that Wq ≤Wµ.
EXAMPLE GENERATORS
Understanding the behavior of our example generators (see Fig. S1) requires discussing gauge properties of quantum
implementations.
The physical properties of each quantum generator are entirely determined by its overlap matrix Ωrs = 〈ψr|ψs〉.
However, this in itself contains nonphysical degrees of freedom [9]. None of the invariant geometry of our generators is
modified under the transformation |ψs〉 7→ eiΨs |ψs〉 on the signal states. Thus, these represent a gauge transformation.
In terms of the overlap matrix, this means that our generators are invariant under the transformations Ωrs 7→
ei(Ψs−Ψr)Ωrs.
It is helpful (especially for the Nemo process) to consider these gauge properties in terms of how they act on the
phases {φxs} that determine the quantum generator. Applying the gauge transformation to the consistency formula
gives:
Ωrs =
∑
x
√
Pr(x|r) Pr(x|s)ei(φ˜xs−φ˜xr)Ωf(x,r)f(x,s) ,
where:
φ˜xs = φxs −Ψs + Ψf(x,s) (S12)
is the induced transformation on the generator’s phases. Equation (S12) can be taken as a fundamental description
of the gauge transformation.
Using Eq. (S12) allows us to determine the gauge invariants—that is, combinations of the phases {φxs} that do not
change under a gauge transformation. In this case, the gauge invariants are best understood graphically, in terms
of the hidden Markov models from before. Each phase {φxs} can be understood as being assigned to an edge, while
each phase in the gauge transformation {Ψs} can be seen as being assigned to a state.
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FIG. S1. (a) The R, k-Golden Mean Generator for R = 3 and k = 2. See main text for general construction. (b) The Nemo
generator, which has infinite Markov and cryptic orders. (c) The Two-Step Erase generator always erases its memory to A upon
generating a 0, but erases its memory to C upon generating two consecutive 1’s. (d) The inverse compression efficiency e−1q of
the R, k-Golden Mean generator depends only on the crypticity k and transition parameter p. Black bars added at integer values
for comparison. (e) For the Nemo generator, the overlap matrix Ω, which determines all the quantum-information-theoretic
properties of the implementation, depends only on the combined phase Φ = 2φ0A + 2φ0C + φ1C − φ1A − φ1B . Consequently,
the efficiency eq depends on this quantity and the parameter p. Numerical exploration shows that the variation of eq due to Φ
is quite small in amplitude and varies sinusoidally. We plot this variation for p = 0.5. (f) For general p, q, r of the Two-Step
Erase process (showing p = 1/2, q = 1/5, and r = 2/5 here), we find a complex relationship between ∆qW and ∆qC appears.
This is not captured by a single efficiency eq. The density in the plot assumes uniform distribution over phases {φxs}, with
blue indicating low density and yellow indicating high density.
For each loop of edges, we can take a linear combination of the constituent edges’ phases φxs, adding positive and
negative signs based on the direction of the edges. These loop sums are the gauge invariants. For instance, the Nemo
process has Φ0 = φ0A, Φ1 = φ1C − φ0C , and Φ2 = φ1A + φ1B + φ1C as gauge invariants.
(R, k)-Golden Mean Generators
An R, k-Golden Mean Generator is one with R + k memory states. These states can be considered to belong to two
groups: the A state, which is the only nondeterministic state and the B-states B ≡ {B1, . . . , BR+k−1}. The B-states
are further broken down into a Markov part R ≡ {B1, . . . , BR−1} and a cryptic part K ≡ {BR, . . . , BR+k−1}. The
7dynamic on the generator is given by:
Pr (s′, 0|s) =

1− p s = A, s′ = B1
1 s = Br, s′ = Br+1, 0 ≤ r < R
0 otherwise
and
Pr (s′, 1|s) =

p s′, s = A
1 s = Br, s′ = Br+1, R ≤ r ≤ R+ k − 2
1 s = BR+k−1, s′ = A
0 otherwise
.
We can check that:
Pr 0(s) =
{
1
1+(R+k−1)(1−p) s = A
1−p
1+(R+k−1)(1−p) s = A
.
is the stationary distribution. Letting Z = 1 + (R+ k − 1)(1− p), we have:
Pr (s′, 0, s) =

1−p
Z s = A, s′ = B1
1−p
Z s = Br, s′ = Br+1, 0 ≤ r < R
0 otherwise
and
Pr (s′, 1, s) =

p
Z s
′, s = A
1−p
Z s = Br, s′ = Br+1, R ≤ r ≤ R+ k − 2
1−p
Z s = BR+k−1, s′ = A
0 otherwise
.
It is helpful to also have:
Pr(X = 0) = R(1− p)
Z
,
Pr(X = 1) = (k − 1)(1− p)− 1
Z
,
Pr (s′|0) =

1
R s = A, s′ = B1
1
R s = Br, s′ = Br+1, 0 ≤ r < R
0 otherwise,
and
Pr (s′|1) =

p
(k−1)(1−p)−1 s
′, s = A
1−p
(k−1)(1−p)−1 s = Br, s′ = Br+1, R ≤ r ≤ R+ k − 2
1−p
(k−1)(1−p)−1 s = BR+k−1, s′ = A
0 otherwise
.
First, we wish to show that regardless of the chosen phases {φxs} we get the equivalent quantum model. Recall that
8the formula defining the overlaps is given by:
Ωrs =
∑
x
√
Pr(x|r) Pr(x|s)ei(φxs−φxr)Ωf(r,s)f(x,s) .
In this case, we have:
ΩABR+k−1 =
√
pei(φ1BR+k−1−φ1A) ,
ΩBrBs = ei(φ1Br−φ1Bs )ΩBr+1Bs+1 and
ΩABr =
√
pei(φ1Br−φ1A)ΩABr+1 ,
which has the solution:
ΩABR+m√
pk−m
= ei
(∑k−1
j=m
φ1BR+j−(k−m)φ1A
)
and
ΩBR+mBR+n√
pm−n
= ei
(∑k−1
j=n
φ1BR+j−
∑k−1
j=m
φ1BR+j−(m−n)φ1A
)
.
Note that under the gauge transformation ΨA = kφ1A and ΨBm =
∑k−1
j=m φ1BR+j + mφ1A, we can eliminate phases
and end up simply with:
ΩABR+m =
√
pk−m and
ΩBR+mBR+n =
√
pm−n
. (S13)
We note that this matrix only explicitly depends upon k and not R. This extends a result from Ref. [7] to all R and
k, as well as to all choices of phase {φxs}.
We can also apply these probabilities to compute the efficiency. The conditional entropies are:
H [S′|X = 0] = logR and
H [S′|X = 1] = log (k(1− p) + p)− (k − 1)(1− p)
k(1− p) + p log(1− p) .
Under compression, the X = 0 term does not change: Hq [S′|X = 0] = logR. We will not compute the compressed
term for X = 1 since we need only note that it is a function of k and p and not of R.
The classical and quantum memories can be evaluated as:
Cµ = logZ +
1
Z
C(K)µ −
1
Z
(R− 1)(1− p) log(1− p) and
Cq = logZ +
1
Z
C(K)q −
1
Z
(R− 1)(1− p) log(1− p) ,
where:
C(K)µ =(k − 1) log(1− p) and
C(K)q =Tr
(
ΩZP (K) log
(
ΩZP (K)
))
.
are the contributions to complexity from only the states in K. These contributions are only functions of k and p.
Then we see that the efficiency has the numerator and denominator:
∆qC =
1
Z
(
C(K)µ − C(K)q
)
and (S14)
∆qW
kBT ln 2
= 1
Z
(
C(K)µ − C(K)q
)
+ (k − 1)(1− p)− 1
Z
Hq [S′|X = 1] . (S15)
9In this final form, we see that Z cancels in the ratio eq = kBT ln 2∆qC/∆qW , and all that remains are functions that
depend only on k and p.
Nemo Generator
For the Nemo Generator, we know that not all phases {φxs} give equivalent implementations. To analyze the situation
in more detail, we make use of the gauge invariants.
The gauge invariants of the Nemo implementations are:
Φ0 = φ0A ,
Φ1 = φ1C − φ0C , and
Φ2 = φ1A + φ1B + φ1C .
(S16)
We work to express the overlap matrix in terms of these invariants.
Recall that the formula defining the overlaps. For the Nemo process, this gives the system of equations:
ΩAB =
√
1− pei(φ1C−φ1A) ,
ΩBC =
1√
2
ei(φ1C−φ1B) , and
ΩCA =
√
p
2e
i(φ0A−φ0C) +
√
1− p
2 e
i(φ1A−φ1C)ΩAB ,
which has the solution:
ΩAB =
√
p(1− p)
1 + p e
i(φ1C−φ1A+φ0A−φ0C) ,
ΩBC =
√
p
1 + pe
i(φ1C−φ1A+φ0A−φ0C) , and
ΩCA =
√
2p
1 + pe
i(φ0A−φ0C) .
Now, we gauge fix φ1A and φ1B so that ΩAB and ΩBC are phaseless. The result is:
ΩAB =
√
p(1− p)
1 + p ,
ΩBC =
√
p
1 + p , and
ΩCA =
√
2p
1 + pe
i(2Φ0+2Φ1−Φ2) .
(S17)
We see that the overlap matrix then only depends on the gauge invariants in the single phase Φ = 2Φ0 + 2Φ1 − Φ2.
This generalizes a result from Ref. [2] to all input phases {φxs}.
